Tell me more about Cambiana Leadership Program

Module 6: Risk Taking Strategies & Agility
Are you generally willing to take some risks or do you rather feel more confident staying
in your comfort zone? What do you need to feel safe while stepping into the unknown?
Over the last years, agility became crucial to all organizations to remain competitive in a
constantly changing and volatile environment. Why is it so? What does agility mean to you
as a leader? Do you know how to best manage complexity?
“The biggest risk is not taking any risk...
In a world that’s changing really quickly,
the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risks.”
Mark Zuckerberg
The last module of our Leadership Program is about Risk Taking and Agility.
What if you now understood why some people are seeking risks while others remain risks
averse? Are you fully aware of your own preferences and the ones from your team
members? Do you know which capabilities to develop to become an agile leader?
In this module, you will learn the success factors of agile leadership, for example the focus
on purpose and meaning to drive people fulfillment, the importance of empowering
teams and fostering creativity, leading by example and cultivating a feedback culture.

You will as well develop your risk management skills and understand how to balance and
mitigate risks more consciously.
And last but not least, I would like to share a quote as an inspiration:
“A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.”
William G.T. Shedd

Read the other articles about Cambiana Leadership Programs:
Module 1: Personality Discovery Based on MBTI
Module 2: Impactful Communication & Feedback
Module 3: Performance Management & Leadership Styles
Module 4: Emotional Intelligence & Resilience
Module 5 : Relationships & Influence

